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ABSTRACT

The research dealt with Metaphor Sentences. The aims of this study were: (1) to find out the translation strategies of metaphors are used in The Magic of Thinking Big and (2) to describe the translation strategies maintain metaphors in The Magic of Thinking Big. The research was conducted by using qualitative design. The data of this study were sentences. The data were collected through documentary technique and the instrument was the documentary sheet. The technique of data analysis was descriptive. The finding of this study revealed that: (1) The metaphor in The magic of Thinking Big were translated by applying six translation strategies, namely: word for word translation (5.3%) literal translation (4.3%), faithful translation (57.5%), Free translation (3.2%), communicative translation (30.5%) and discursive creation was found (2.2%). (2) The metaphors are maintained that found in the Magic of Thinking Big are original metaphors turned into another original metaphors, stock metaphors turned into another stock metaphors, adapted metaphors turned into adapted metaphors, dead metaphors turned into dead metaphors, original metaphor turned into stock metaphor, stock metaphor turned into original metaphor, meanwhile, 10 original metaphors and 1 dead metaphor are no longer classified as metaphors. Language has special characteristic that is metaphor sentences, therefore in the case of translating of metaphor sentences in which their concept in unknown for readers, the translator often faces the problems to find out the translation strategies to translate metaphor in a source language (SL) and how the metaphor sentences are maintained in the target language (TL).
INTRODUCTION

Literary translation is translation of literary works such as short stories, novels, poems, plays, and et cetera. It has special characteristics as literary works different from non-literary works. According to Hodges (2011), it is a translation which not only needs changing words from a language to another but also needs particular manners to express the texts in target language as sense which is contained by source language text. Landers (2001) states that all facets of the work, ideally are reproduced in such a manner as to create in the TL reader the same emotional and psychological effect experienced by the original SL reader.

Since translation has become increasingly important on both national and global level, it is definitely a subject worth a closer study. Obviously, there is a wide range of topics which could be investigated in terms of translational aspects. The present study focuses on the translation of one of the most fascinating and innovative aspects of language: metaphors.

Metaphor is considered by linguist as the most basic where one objects used to describe another object and both objects are essentially disparate entities, but common in one or more attributes (Encarta Dictionary). In other words, metaphor is use of a word or a phrase for the purpose of suggesting alikeness between the two.

In literature, metaphor as one of the stylistic elements does not merely convey ideas, in addition it also function as a tool for literally writers to embellish and give colors to their works. With the presence of the stylistic elements, including metaphor, writers always try to
maximize it to reveal their uniqueness. Concerning the semantic conventions, many violations are conspicuous in terms of using such style of language. Metaphor is also used widely in philosophy, religion, politics, commerce, history and art.

RESEARCH METHOD

The research is conducted by using qualitative research. Bogdan and Bikklen (1992) explain that qualitative research is descriptive which means what is going on and what data shows. Qualitative means to find out how a theory works in different phenomena whose data collected are in the form of word rather than number.

In addition, this research is descriptive explanatory, it means that explains what are the translation strategies of metaphors that applied by the translator in *The Magic of Thinking Big* translated by Dian Paramesti Bahar and find of the metaphors. Descriptive is the collection of the data to give explanation or description about the even accuracy of the report (Moleong, 2006). By using this method the data will analyze, and the result of the research is the description of translation strategies of metaphors that applied the translator in *the Magic of Thinking Big* and the types of the metaphors.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on the data analysis, the findings of the study are formulated as the following:

1. Based nine translation strategies proposed by Newmark (1988), in this study, the dominant translation strategies was faithful translation. Meanwhile, *semantic translation, adaptation, and free translation* were not found. When the translator applied the nine of translation strategies proposed by Newmark (1988), in other hand there were some metaphor sentences that were not able translated by applying those strategies. In keeping sense of language and the acceptable meaning and equivalence, the step could be done was applied another strategies, namely *discursive creation*.
2. Based on the types of metaphor sentences by Newmark’s (1988), from five types of metaphor, the types of metaphors were found: Dead metaphor, stock metaphor, original metaphor and adapted metaphor, recent metaphor were not found. Based the types metaphor that found in *The Magic of Thinking Big*, the dominant types metaphor was original metaphor. The metaphors are maintained that found in the Magic of Thinking Big are original metaphors turned into another original metaphors, stock metaphors turned into another stock metaphors, adapted metaphors turned into adapted metaphors, dead metaphors turned into dead metaphors, original metaphor turned into stock metaphor, stock metaphor turned into original metaphor, meanwhile, 10 original metaphors and 1 dead metaphor are no longer classified as metaphors.

Dealing with the research findings above, hence it is vitally important to match it theories to highlight whether these findings are contrastive or in line. These discussion to the translation strategies of metaphor sentences is forwarded. The researcher, then investigates the findings of translation strategies of metaphor sentences in *The Magic of Thinking Big* and the theories. Furthermore the investigation of wheather the findings are in line or contrastive to the relevant studies is also significant.

One of the most difficult problems in translating literary text is found in the differences between cultures. People of given culture look at things from their own perspective. Gui (1995) agrees that translation is creative process for translation is not merely a transformation of an original text into a literal equivalent, but most succesfully convey the overall meaning of the original. Including that text’s surrounding cultural significance; the process of searching out a target language cunterpart to a difficult source language word or phrase is often creative.

Motivation book is one of the texts that full cultural meaning. The *magic of Thinking Big* is recognized well as on of the best science fictive book ever. Science fictive book a
genre of speculative fiction dealing with imaginative concepts such as futuristic science and technology that explores the potential consequences of scientific and other innovations.

Newmark (1988), the translation strategies are (1) word for word translation, (2) literal translation (3) faithful translation (4) semantic translation (5) adaption (6) free translation (7) idiomatic translation (8) communicative translation. In this research finding, it showed that the translation strategies of metaphor included are word for word translation, literal translation, faithful translation, semantic translation, adaption, free translation, idiomatic translation and communicative translation. Based on the analysis, the dominant translation strategy that applied in *The Magic of Thinking Big* was faithful translation. It occurred because there are many sentences in *The Magic of Thinking Big* produce the precise contextual meaning of the original within the constraints of the target language grammatical structure.

Moreover in this research, the research found another strategy that did not mention by the other researcher above. This procedure is not part of Newmark’s (1988) procedures, but it was used by the translator when translating the metaphor sentences in *The Magic of Thinking Big* from English into Indonesian. The strategy is *discursive creation* where 2.2% of the data has been translated by applying this procedure (see table 4.1). Molina and Albir (2002) state that discursive creation is to establish a temporary equivalence that is totally unpredictable out of context. From the analysis of the metaphor sentences in *The Magic of Thinking Big* it was apparent that the translator sometimes translated some metaphor sentences by applying discursive creation. This might be either because the SL metaphor sentences have no corresponding meaning in the TL. To make the transmitted message effective and convey the same impression in the SL even it was unpredictable out of context, the researcher found that the translator applied a translation procedure *discursive creation* in *The Magic of Thinking Big* to preserve the message of the source text.
There are many researches on translation strategies that maintained of metaphor sentences, particularly its usage in the novel. The numerous studies have described and raised many issues on the different strategies in their way in translating the metaphor. In this research findings, it showed that the translation strategies of metaphor sentences that maintaining of metaphor sentences in *The Magic of Thinking Big*. The translation strategies that maintained of metaphor sentences include reproducing the same image in the target language, replacing the image in the source language with a standard target language image and converting a metaphor to its sense. The analysis determined that the most by preferred strategies used in maintained the metaphor sentences was reproducing the same image in the target language, the third translation strategies to maintained of metaphor proposed by Newmark (1988), reproducing the same image in the target language is the best way to translate stock metaphors, most frequently, and idioms. The translator has to depend on the strategy that maintained metaphor is reproducing the same image in the target language. as a way of maintaining metaphor in order to deliver a cultural messages, the translator mostly uses reproducing the same image in the target language since many metaphor sentences be easily brought to the TL metaphor. The translator choose this strategy rather than give some additional information of the metaphor sentences which are difficult to be acquainted since he considers the length of the story will effect the delivering of the message. In this way, the translator turns over in mind how *The Magic of Thinking Big* book that is read by holly ages can also be understood by the children considering their reading comprehension. However, in some very odd sentences, the translator should add some information so as to catch its metaphor messages. Yet by in large, the translation is acceptable. Applying this strategies was the highest among the relevant seven strategies by Newmark. It has been found 71.6% of the metaphor sentences were maintained by using this strategies (see table 4.2). Moreover, this finding also corresponds with the findings of other researcher including: Retno Hendra.
(2013) who observed Kajian Terjemahan Metafora yang menunjukkan sikap dalam Buku Motivasi *The Secret*. The result of his finding was the translation strategies were dominantly Translated by literal translation. Alexander (2016) discussed *The Translation Strategies of Metaphor in Dee’s Supernova: The Knight, The princess, and Falling star*. In his study, the translation strategies of metaphors in Dee’s Supernova: The Knight, The Princess, The Falling Star. That are the theories proposed by Newmark, Larson, and Nida. The design of the research of the study with qualitative approach. The researcher found, 7 literal translations, 17 faithful translations and 3 semantic translations, it means there are 27 of them employ imitative translations. it means that the translator mostly used imitative translations strategy. There was a total of only 30 translations since 1 metaphorical expression was not translated. The result of the second problem showed that majority of the metaphors, which refered to 27 expressions, managed to maintain their metaphorical expressions in the target text. Meanwhile, the other 4 were no longer classified as metaphors since they did not satisfy the requirements anymore.

In this research, *translating metaphor by smile plus sense, deleting and combining* were not found. It s contrast to newmark’s theory that proposed *reproducing the same image in the target language, replacing the image in the source language with a standard target language image and converting a metaphor to its sense* as part of translation strategies that maintain the metaphor sentences. It happen because firstly about *translating metaphor by smile plus sense*, there were no meaning of metaphor sentences maintained in several sentences. According to Newmark (2001), in this strategy, it has the advantage of combining communicative and semantic translation in addressing itself both to the layman and the expert if there is a risk that the simple transfer of the metaphor will not be understood by most readders, example transfer of image, example, *he is as sharp and cunning as a fox*, it means that some metaphors are incomplete without the addition of sense component. Secondly about
deleting, there were no meaning of metaphor sentences that maintained by deleting strategies. Newmark (2001) states that this strategies is the nature can be only after the translator has weighed up what the mistakes what thinks more important and what less important in the text in relation to its intention. Thirdly about combining, there were no meaning of metaphor sentences that maintain by combining translation strategies, according Newmark (2001), the translator who transfer an image may wish to ensure that will be understood by adding a gloss.

Moreover, in this research, the research found the nonmaintained metaphor sentences. There are 11 data which are not classified as metaphor anymore. The data that categorized as maintained metaphor when they satisfy the requirements of a metaphor in term of form or meaning, which are based on newmark’s theory on metaphor and the metaphor sentence translated that used the translation strategies that maintained of metaphor sentences, in order to, the metaphor sentences classified as maintained metaphor. The majority of the metaphors are maintained in the target text. The majority refers to 55 original metaphors turned into another original metaphors, 13 stock or cliche metaphors turned into another stock or cliche metaphors, 1 stock or cliche metaphor turned into another stock or cliche metaphor, 1 original metaphor turned a stock or cliche metaphor, 3 adapted metaphors turned into another original metaphors, and 11 dead metaphors turned into another dead metaphors. It means, out of 95 metaphors, 84 of them are maintained by the metaphor translation procedures. Meanwhile, the 11 other remaining metaphors are no longer classified as metaphor, which all of them are original metaphors. They, exclude the omitted metaphors, have been paraphrased which make them lose their comparison future, which is the criteria of being classified as metaphor. To see the relevance between the first and the second problem, the connection between them is establish by looking at the metaphor translation procedures. Out of 3 of metaphors which are using literal translation apply Reproducing the same image in the TL and Translating
metaphor by simile, 56 of metaphors which using faithful translation apply Reproducing the same image in the TL, replacing the image in the SL with a standard TL image, Converting a metaphor to its sense and two of them are non maintained metaphors, 2 of metaphors which using semantic translation apply Reproducing the same image in the TL and replacing the image in the SL with a standard TL image, 29 of metaphors which using communicative translation apply Reproducing the same image in the TL, replacing the image in the SL with a standard TL image, Translating metaphor by simile, Converting a metaphor to its sense. This result show that it is a priority to reproduce the same object and image in the target text, but in times when it is not done, the least that will do is to maintain the sense. In conclusion the key in translating metaphor, both by using general translation strategies and specific metaphor translation procedures are the sense of the metaphor. The sentence is not maintained by translation strategies that maintain of metaphor sentences by Newmark’s (1988). From the analysis of the metaphor sentences in *The Magic of Thinking Big* it was apparent that the translator sometimes translated of metaphor sentences, but not maintained the metaphor sentences.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS**

There were 8 translation strategies according to Peter Newmark (1988). But in this research, the researcher just found 5 translation strategies that were used by Dian Paramesti Bahar and she found another strategies that did not included in Newmark’s theory namely *Discursive creation*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 The Translation Strategies of Metaphor Sentences in <em>The Magic of Thinking Big</em> Translated into Bahasa Indonesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Translation Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word for Word Translation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literal Translation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faithful Translation</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>57.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Translation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Translation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiomatic Translation</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicative Translation</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discursive Creation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>95</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table 4.1, it could be seen that the translation strategies used in *The Magic of Thinking Big* by translator, there were 8 strategies found of Imitative translation namely: word for word Translation (5.3%) literal translation (4.3%), faithful translation (57.5%), and functional communication namely: Free translation (3.2%), communicative translation (30.5%). Meanwhile word for word translation, adaptation, Idiomatic translation were not found. As a new strategies namely discursive creation was found (2.2%).
Table 5.2 The Translation Strategies That Maintained of Metaphors Sentences in *The Magic of Thinking Big* Translated into Bahasa Indonesia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Translation Strategies</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Reproducing the same image in the TL</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Replacing the image in the SL with a standard TL image</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Translating metaphor by simile</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Translating metaphor by simile + sense</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Converting a metaphor to its sense</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Deleting</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Combining</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table 4.3, it could be seen that the translation strategies that used in *The Magic of Thinking Big* by translator, there were 4 strategies found namely: Reproducing the same image in the TL (71.6%), replacing the image in the SL with a standard TL image (9.5%), Translating metaphor by simile (3.2%), Converting a metaphor to its sense (14.8%). Meanwhile Translating metaphor by simile + sense, Deleting, and combining were not found in *The Magic of Thinking Big*. Among 95, there are 84 translations which manage to maintain the metaphors and 11 data which do not. The data from source texts are compared to the target texts in order to see whether the data in the target text still preserve metaphors or not. When the target texts data still preserve metaphors, each of them are analyzed to determine whether the type of metaphor they preserve is the same as in the source text. Besides, the
metaphor translation procedure is also taken into account to see how exactly the metaphor is preserved or is not.

The data are categorized as maintained metaphor when they satisfy the requirements of a metaphor in term of form or meaning, which are based on newmark’s theory on metaphor. There are 84 data which the maintain metaphors. Those data could be categorized into six: original metaphor into original metaphor, stock metaphor into stock metaphor, adapted metaphor into adapted metaphor, dead metaphor into dead metaphor, stock metaphor into original metaphor, original metaphor into stock metaphor.

CONCLUSIONS
Having analyzed the data, conclusion of this study are drawn as the following:

1) The metaphor in *The magic of Thinking Big* were translated by applying six translation strategies, namely: word for word Translation (5.3%), literal translation (4.3%), faithful translation (57.5%), Free translation (3.2%), communicative translation (30.5%) and discursive creation was found (2.2%).

2) The metaphors are maintained that found in the Magic of Thinking Big are original metaphors turned into another original metaphors, stock metaphors turned into another stock metaphors, adapted metaphors turned into adapted metaphors, dead metaphors turned into dead metaphors, original metaphor turned into stock metaphor, stock metaphor turned into original metaphor, meanwhile, 10 original metaphors and 1 dead metaphor are no longer classified as metaphors.
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